
Libby Dam

Meeting

The raindrops gathered and spilled over the edge of the Portland Coffee House
eve, each drop catching the street lights and lit windows in a tiny distorted image,
traveling so swiftly to the dirty pavement that no one could notice the strange, irrelevant
little beauty.  Harrison stood under the eve smoking a cigarette, squinting his eyes at the
rain.  Nothing stood out about him, dark hair tucked into a grey beanie, dark grey hoody,
and skinny Levi jeans, slightly unshaven, gloomy, complete with black converse.  Could
have been one of a dozen "hipster" boys, the only thing that was different was the USMC
stamped across his hoody.  That's how Webster recognized him, the white letters, but
Eliza recognized him a different way.  She recognized his stance immediately, a man so
filled up with shiftless energy that he could stand still like no one else.  The two
approached Harrison, Webster shook his hand, Eliza smiled, the three sat down at a table.
       "Bacon should be here soon."  Webster said.  "Are you ready to go?"
       Harrison motioned to the messenger bag by his side, "I've got everything I own in
there."

"Everything you own, in that bag?"  Webster cocked his head at the younger man.
"You don't need a whole lot in Iraq, just plenty of water, and there is plenty of that

where we're going."  He was right, Webster reflected, it's just different when you're older,
you make a home, fill it with more white collared shirts then you need and antique
book ends.  Harrison put out his cigarette and lit another, "You got everything we need?
 Like planned?"

"Everything on the list." 
"Good."
Harrison observed Webster and Eliza.  Webster was an older man, but handsome,

a professional who jogs Saturday mornings in Forest Park and always ate fresh fruit for
breakfast.  He dressed simply but bought his shirts from Mario's, not for status, but just
because it was where he had always gone.  Handsome, well dressed, but old none-the-
less.
Eliza was too young, she barely seemed out of high school although he knew she was at
least 25.  She seemed slight at first glance, only 5'5'' or so, with a fine, angular face and
delicate brows etched above pale blue eyes.  Yet, at second glance you noticed a
muscular thickness to her figure that was not unappealing and the darkness of her hair, a
definite solidness.  Another glance and she was slight again, then solid.  Difficult to
place, yet pleasing to the eye.

"Well, how about some coffee while we wait for Bacon?"  Webster smiled with
good humor at Harrison and Eliza both nodded in response. "Well, then, I'll go order a
few cups."  Webster disappeared inside the coffee shop.

"It sure is raining hard."  Eliza said.
"That's a pretty shirt you have there, pretty little blue thing." Eliza didn't like the

way Harrison spoke, it didn't sound like a compliment.  "Looks soft, expensive."  He
mused.

"It's cashmere, locally made by this woman at Suchi." Her voice was careless,



casual.
"Looks good.  Webster get that for you?"
"Yes."  She remembered how Webster had brought her the shirt.  He told stand in

front of the mirror and close her eyes, she felt his fingers undoing her blouse and pulling
it away.   He lifted up her arms gliding something so soft and gentle over her it was like a
lover's whisper.  He ran his hands along her waist, and carefully secured something
around it.  Open your eyes he had told her, and she had, there was this lovely deep blue
cashmere tunic with a silk ribbon about her narrowest curve.  Her eyes widened as she
ran her hands over it, fingering the silken bow.  Sets off your sweet eyes and your sweet
little waist he said with a smile, and it will keep you warm.

"Must be nice, Intel must pay him a pretty penny."  Harrison took a deep drag
from his cigarette.

It was an hour before Bacon showed up in the Webster's SUV, he was always late,
untangling himself from some miss's arms involved one more kiss or tear or cup of coffee
then he expected.  Some might say his woman troubles came from his good looks, his
guitar, and his ability to listen to woman like he cared.  Bacon's trouble was deeper
then that, he actually did care about what a woman had to say.  Bacon was a good and
kind man, but the sort of man that was so good and so kind he made friends everywhere
he went -- women looking for a good and kind man.  Luckily, most of them were so
happy to find one that they didn't expect more then a pleasant visit now and then, he tried
not to think about the others.  Oh, and it's important to know that he didn't introduce
himself to women as Bacon, his full name was Thomas Bacon, but in the business of
guides he was just Bacon.

"Sorry, I'm late,” He called out the window, "Meditation at --- yoga house -- with
Linda, and then she needed a Yerba Mate, so it took a little longer."  They just looked at
him.  "Well, get in."  He hollered.

And away they drove.

Travels

The earth rose up in low, rugged hills, and the land seemed barren save for bits of
grass that straggled up along the freeway's edge. The horizon was a pale grey, that grew
to a deep and vibrant blue as it distanced itself from the hills, the highways, power lines,
and scatterings of housing tracts.  Eliza eyes grew tired from the long undulation of
scenery so she shifted her focus and she leaned forward to Bacon in the driving seat.

"So, you know everything about Montana?"  She asked sweetly. "Webster here's
been telling me that you're the best guide to be found."

"River guide.  Montana is a big place to know," he responded, "but I know every
stream, cove, and dollar beer joint in Libby, I grew up there, so did my father and great
grandfather."

"Why did you leave?"
"Life just sort of worked out that way I guess."
The scenery turned greener, grasses began to spread across the landscape.
"What did your great grandfather do?"  She continued.
"He was a fisherman; his father was a Scottish fisherman, so when my

grandfather came to America he took to the rivers here.  There used to be all kinds of fish



out here in Montana, Burbut, White Sturgeon, fine, great fish.  There are still fish, but
they ain't shit compared to the old fish."

"The dam."  Harrison spoke up.
"Damned thing."  Webster muttered.
The scenery did seemed absolutely continuous for hours, however with time in

rose up, first with thicker grasses, then small shrubs, then trees.  Soon they were in Libby
Montana.

Arrival

The SUV rolled into the Libby, small town, nothing notable other then a local
breakfast place, a bar, other then that not much of interest.  They didn't stop for either,
just pausing to replenish food supplies.  The SUV stood out against the beat-up trucks
and old Toyotas in the parking lot of the local Safeway.  No one paid mind to
Harrison or Bacon, but women gazed at Eliza and Webster, Eliza looked like a delicate,
expensive thing that Webster had purchased along with his Italian wool slacks and shirt.  
 They murmured behind the canned soup aisles, and stood a little straighter as if proud of
their sweatpants and Wal-mart jeans, somehow morally superior by their
obvious poverty.  Webster was oblivious as he swept 20 cans of Campbell’s soup, three
loaves of bread, a block of cheese, ten pounds of apples, a box of Oreos, four salamis, a
couple of cases of beer, marshmallows, gram crackers, Hershey bars, 18 nature valley
honey and oats bars, 3 containers of soymilk, six bundles of fire wood, some
coal, lighter fluid, a bag of hazelnuts, and a sack of oranges.

"Camping?"  The cashier asked.
"Yes, sir." Harrison answered.  "And we're going to have a great big bonfire too."
"You look like city people, must not get a chance to have bonfire too often."  The

cashier said with a smile.
"Never one like this."  Harrison tossed a pack of cigarettes and a lighter in with

the rest of the groceries.
They stacked the groceries over the wooden crates in the back of the SUV.  "Let's

see this dam."  Webster said.

The Dam

The waters swelled up behind it, the rushing currents damped by the concrete and
steel wedge that was Libby Dam, the water in the reservoir looked tranquil, too tranquil.
 It was like when Eliza had come home to find her mother taking nap on the couch, but
there was something about her face that was too still, her limbs restful with a
tranquility that was past life.  Peacefulness is a temporary and incomplete state, there
should always be a measure of chaos, a touch of instability, and great flow of life in a
living body.  The peacefulness of the Libby Reservoir was unsettling.

The four got out of the SUV and walked up to the sign declaring "Libby Dam: For
the Good of Mankind” A smaller sign stood next to it with a brief history of the dam and
outline of its general uses.  Bacon walked off to the trees past the reservoir, Webster sat
on a rock and stared out at the massive thing, Harrison drew a pocket knife and drug the



sharp edge of the blade against the sign's visage, Eliza stole one of Harrison's cigarettes
and lit it.

"You smoke?"  He asked with surprise.
"Yeah,” She cocked her head and took a glance at the thin trail of cigarette smoke,

"Well, only when I need to."  What she meant to say, was when I need a little something
to take the edge off.

"I always need to."  Harrison said, carefully digging his knife deep into the "b" in
Libby.  A moment went by.

"Why are you here?" She asked.
"Why not?"
"There are a lot of reasons why not."
"Do you know what the letters on my shirt mean?"
"USMC, United States Marine Corp, that's just a reason why you

shouldn't be here."
"No, it just means that I understand to fight for what I believe in."  His words had

an air of sarcasm, like most of the things he said, but she sensed he wasn't being sarcastic
at all.  He gave her a long look, and then shrugged.  He continued:

"Ever been to a desert?  Not the family road trip, where you look at through a
glass window, I mean lived there, breathed in bits of sand and dust every day, walked
through waves of heat so strong they feel like they'll knock you over."  He glanced at her,
she said nothing.  "I lived with eleven other Marines in the desert of Iraq, in an eight man
tent with no door.  You get an appreciation for the meaning of the words hot, dry, and
dusty like never before.  It's relentless, worse then a half dozen Iraqi insurgents.  I never
got used to it, I'd take one look out at the horizon and all that dry hard dirt, the burning
hot sands, I just felt suffocated."

"You must have hated it."
"Yes, I hated it.  But I also dreamed of home.  I love the damp Northwest, the air

so soft with moisture that the trees are the deepest green on the hottest day of summer.
 There's a lot of life here, and I feel at home in at all, in Iraq I felt like the landscape was
trying to kill me."  He smiled.  "I did, I really did."

"I believe you."
"Then I got home, and I loved it, walked along the river ever day."
"That's where you met Webster."
"Yeah, and we talked.  Webster's a pretty smart guy, he knows a lot about what's

going on and he began to tell me, told me about the salmon going away and the
mightiness of the river that was held up and bottled by a bunch of concrete pieces of shit
like that one."  He gestured toward the dam.  "Built by people with small minds and have
no appreciation of the rivers they spend millions clogging up.  They need to go fight a
war in a f’cking desert, then maybe they'll understand how f'cked up shit like that is."  He
paused and snapped the blade of his pocket knife into its case.  Eliza dropped the
cigarette and stomped it out, popped a stick of gum in her mouth. Harrison gave her a
long hard look, she fidgeted a little.

"Webster doesn't need to know about the cigarette."  She said, turned and walked
off.

Bacon returned to the dam, "Well, you all done here or what?"
The four climbed back into the SUV and took off.  The dam remained.



Waiting

The campfire flickered and grew.  Webster, Eliza, Harrison and Bacon sat around
the fire toasting marshmallows at the end of sticks and drinking beer.

"So, I understand you three are aspiring ecoterroists?"  Bacon said with a smile.
 Webster smiled back.

"I suppose you could call us that, although I prefer the term liberator of the
waters."  Bacon laughed, Webster continued, "You know how I found out about you?"

"How?"
"It wasn't the River Guide Association.  I was out hiking in the Gorge one day,

came across a woman, Margie Smith.  You know who I'm talking about?"
"Maybe."
"Well, we fell in to correspondence, took day hikes together, discussed books, and

one day she told me the story of her sister, Sandy.  Sandy who is in prison up in Canada,
tried to take out the Mica Dam.  Apparently you were her guide."

"That's big business, Mica Dam, take a lot of people up there, they just get a high
off all that concentrated water thudding through those great turbines."

"I know about you Bacon,” Webster said, "That's why I wouldn't hire anybody
else, you have a history with more then one group of water liberators."

"Maybe, but none of them have succeeded yet.  So there's not a whole lot to talk
about is there."

"This is going to be different though."  Eliza spoke up, "We have a good plan."
"Honey, they all had good plans."
"You mean they all had big plans."  Eliza answered, "Most of those groups

probably never blew anything up in their lives, and they think they can walk into a high
security hydropower facility and somehow make it work?"

"I've blown a lot of shit up."  Harrison added.
"I got it,” Bacon said, "You plan on blowing up a small dam in the middle of

nowhere, with little protections."
"That small dam is still pretty big, and you said yourself the White Sturgeon and

many other great fish are gone because of it.”  Webster looked at Bacon intently, “This is
your home, your grandfather used to fish here, your father probably too, he probably took
you out here when you were a little boy, taught you how to cast a fishing line, get a feel
for the currents and the seasons.”

“Yes, what of it?”
“This dam isn’t just cutting off the full flow of a river, its cutting off a part of

your soul.  That’s why you couldn’t stay.”
“What are you, some kind of poet?  What an education does to the way a man

speaks.”  Bacon muttered.
“Don’t you want to join us?”
“I don’t blow things up.”
“It’s the only way to get something across, send a message to the world, we’ll

start here, and then we’ll move on to bigger dams, we’ll show the nation the might of the
river.”  Harrison said, throwing a stone into the campfire.

Bacon looked over at Eliza, “How’d you get mixed up with these fools?”



Eliza shrugged, “I don’t know, nothing better to do, may well try to do something
important.”

Bacon shook his head ad sighed, “Blowing things up has never changed anything
but property lines, industry and consumption are greater forces then a couple of folks and
a few crates of dynamite.  The momentum has built up over centuries.”

“So has the current in that river.”  Webster said, “for tens of thousands of years.
Besides, if you don’t approve of our actions then why do you keep taking people like us
out to the sites.  Why don’t you just find yourself a little tourist town and live a sweet
little life guiding Portlanders on the Willamette river or something.”

“Every man has his own ways, and his own answers.  I don’t believe in the kind
of stuff people like you do, but I love the rivers, I love this river, and so I understand why
you want to do this.  I just provide a path, that’s all.”

And they let it settle at that.

Explosion

Three days past by, the four hiked a bit, surveyed the dam, spent nights by the
campfire and waited for Thanksgiving to come.  There was only one man handling the
dam on Thanksgiving, and one man was easy to handle.  The day came.

The SUV drove up to the damns entrance, this time only Harrison, Webster, and
Eliza were there.  Harrison approached the door that led to a passage inside the dam and
quickly picked the lock.  He opened it, and the three carried the two crates of dynamite
and a box of highly reactive explosive fluid.  They crept down the stairs, taking their
sweet time getting the boxes safely into the inner corridor.  Webster placed the box of
reactive fluid between the two boxes of dynamite. Webster had already mapped it out,
this corridor was nearly dead center in the dam.  The reinforcement was not as strong
here as it was lower, but a good strong blast and the force of the river water would wreck
the weakened dam structure.  They went back up the stairs and carried down three more
boxes, until they had done this ten times.  Harrison ran a thin rope of wire along all the
boxes which he then hooked up to a small computer; he then hooked the computer to one
of the many outlets along the corridor’s length.  The computer would activate in about ten
minutes, sending strong electric pulses straight from the dam’s own energy, to the
explosives, this would set up of an explosion in the fluid filled boxes which would then
be amplified by the dynamite.  Webster motioned to Eliza and she bent forward to the
computer, pressing a small purple button that would activate it.  The three looked at each
other.  They ran up the stairs, pulling the emergency fire alarm on the way out so the man
would flee his station, if not, oh well.  They jumped into the SUV and sped away from
the dam.

The reservoir water was still and peaceful, an eagle circled overhead.  Suddenly a
great BOOM erupted through the tranquil air, a patch of cement burst outward and then
slid down the face of the dam.  The reservoir water thrusted its might against the
weakened structure, until the dam seemed to bend outward, and then give in a mighty
burst.  The water surged forward, emerging as a raging wage as the dam fell -- only
cement and steel rubble swept up in its great swell.

The Libby Dam was no more.



Bacon watched the great explosion, heard the thunderous sound of a river let
loose and smiled.  He loved the sound of a river, maybe he should settle down here, stop
traveling, and fish like his father and his grandfather had.  It’s a good life fishing on a
great river like this.

Webster hollered out and swept Eliza up with a great big kiss, she turned and
kissed Harrison, the three conquesidors had triumphed, yet they still had a long way to
go.


